The extent to which evolutionary transitions are shaped by developmental bias remains 16 poorly understood. Classically, morphological variation is assumed to be abundant and 17 continuous, but if morphogenesis biases how traits vary than evolutionary transitions might 18 follow somewhat predictable steps. Compared to other anatomical structures, teeth have an 19 exceptional fossil record which documents striking evolutionary trajectories toward 20 complexity. Using computer simulations of tooth morphogenesis, we examined how varying 21 developmental parameters influenced transitions from morphologically simple to complex 22 teeth. We find that as tooth complexity increases, development tends to generate 23 progressively more discontinuous variation which could make the fine-tuning of dietary 24 adaptation difficult. Transitions from simple to complex teeth required an early shift from 25 mesiodistal to lateral cusp patterning which is congruent with patterns of dental 26 complexification in early mammals. We infer that the contributions of primary enamel knot 27 cells to secondary enamel knots which are responsible for patterning lateral cusps may have 28 been an important developmental innovation in tribosphenic mammals. Our results provide 29 evidence that development can bias evolutionary transitions and highlights how 30 morphogenetic modelling can play an important role in building more realistic models of 31 morphological character evolution.
varied between one and 28, and increases in tooth complexity were generally ordinated 111 diagonally across parameter space. The largest increases in enamel knot number were 112 produced by varying parameters regulating molecular activators and inhibitors or their 113 diffusion rate rather than epithelial growth (Fig. 2) . Increasing tooth complexity is coupled 114 with a general increase in the median morphological distance between adjacent teeth in the 115 parameter spaces (Fig. S2 ). This relationship holds for most parameter combinations 116 irrespective of whether morphological distance is computed using enamel knot number or 117 orientation patch count.
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Tooth Type, Complexity, and Transition Rates. Five different tooth types were recognised 120 from simulations based on the organisation of EKs in occlusal view (Fig. 1C) . Teeth with the 121 lowest complexity were monocusped teeth ('M') with only a single EK, whereas all complex 122 teeth (> 10 EK) had laterally separated knots (Fig. 2) . The most commonly generated tooth 123 type based on grid cell frequency were teeth with laterally separated knots ('B') and the least 124 common were teeth with radially arranged knots ('R'). Tooth type and complexity were 125 closely associated across parameter space, with the most complex teeth having either or 'B' pattern. The 'R' type pattern had the most even proportion of shared borders, but this 135 number was low owing to the rarity of this tooth type. Teeth with EKs added mesiodistally 136 (an 'L' or 'T' tooth) had a three-fold higher probability of bordering a 'B' tooth compared 137 with other tooth types. Developmental processes have long been implicated as a potential source of 'bias' or 142 'constraint' in morphological variation but we largely lack explicit models of how this bias 143 might affect evolutionary change (13, 25) . Here, we have used a computer model of tooth 144 morphogenesis, ToothMaker, to examine how development biases tooth complexity 145 evolution. Despite varying different types of developmental parameters, we find that complex 146 teeth emerge in all six cases (Fig. 2) . Additionally, the way variation in tooth complexity is 147 structured within developmental parameter spaces is similar, with simple and complex teeth 148 being partitioned into distinct regions. In general the increase in tooth complexity is ordinated 149 along a diagonal gradient which supports experimental evidence that gains in tooth 150 complexity are achieved primarily by synchronously changing multiple developmental 151 variables (26). Tooth complexity was not evenly distributed across parameter space and 152 instead zones with more complex teeth had more discontinuous patterns of variation than did 153 those with simpler teeth (Fig. S1 ). The more 'rugged' developmental landscape of complex 154 teeth suggests that complex dentitions are more likely to be developmentally biased than 155 simpler teeth and potentially more difficult to adaptively 'fine-tune' (40). However, several 156 highly successful mammalian groups including the multituberculates (41) and rodents (42) 157 evolved very complex teeth (>10 cusps) suggesting that such constraints are not prohibitive, 158 perhaps because these groups acquired gene regulatory innovations that promoted more 159 continuous patterns of dental variation. Most other mammal groups possess simpler teeth, at 160 least in terms of tooth cusp number (43), and their dentitions may have been correspondingly 161 more straightforward to adapt. Additionally, while enamel knot patterning offers a 162 straightforward way to increase complexity, some primate and kangaroo lineages found other 163 ways to increase dental complexity, such as by crenulating the enamel (25, 44) , and in Kielantherium the protoconid was displaced buccally and the metaconid somewhat lingually.
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This brings these cusps almost directly lateral from each other and created a more rectangular 201 lower molar with space for a larger talonid basin (Fig. 4B ). Using ToothMaker, we find that 202 in longitudinally patterned teeth similar to pretribosphenic mammals, the secondary knots 203 form from distinct region of dental epithelium, whereas laterally patterned cusps originate 204 within the spatial domain of the primary knot. Lineage tracing of primary knot cells in mouse 205 indicate that primary knot cells contribute to the buccal (e.g. protoconid) (48) and possibly 206 the lingual secondary knot (49). However, it remains uncertain whether the differential 207 contribution of primary knot cells to these secondary centres may influence the latter's Mapping the distribution of tooth types across the parameter spaces shows that transitions 222 between different tooth type 'states' is uneven. For instance, the transitions with the fewest 223 steps between a simple and a complex tooth involved first adding cusps either longitudinally 224 or in a triangular pattern (Fig. 2) . A similar pattern is found if the proportion of grid cell 225 borders shared between tooth types is computed (Table 1) determined based on capacity to generate a tooth containing at least 10 cusps (Tab. S1).
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Inhibitor diffusion rate was allowed to vary over a wider range than other developmental 279 parameters given experimental evidence that diffusion rates for proposed tooth inhibitors like 280 fibroblast growth factor protein can vary more than 13-fold (57).
Step sizes for each 281 parameter were varied 2-7 % of the maximum parameter value (Tab. 1). Using the 'scan ToothMaker and quantifies the number of thresholded 'islands'. All tooth models were 304 categorised into five basic groups based on EK arrangement in occlusal view which we refer 305 to as 'tooth type' (Fig. 1C ). Tooth type categories were: 'B', EKs are buccolingually 306 separated; 'L', EKs arranged longitudinally; 'T', EKs in a triangle; 'R', EKs added radially; 307 and 'M', single EK only.
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Morphospace. Tooth complexity measurements (based on OPCr and EK scores) and tooth 310 type classifications were mapped onto the parameter space of each parameter combination 311 (Fig. 1D) . To measure the 'ruggedness' of developmental morphospace, a proxy for 312 developmental constraint, the difference in tooth complexity between neighbouring teeth 313 within the parameter space was quantified using a 'sliding-window' algorithm written in R.
314
This algorithm computes the median difference in complexity scores between each grid cell 315 in the parameter space (a simulated tooth) and all its adjacent neighbours. To avoid an edge 316 effect, grid cells bordering the margins of the parameter spaces were excluded from the 317 calculation. The equation for the ruggedness calculation is: j -xi+1,j+1│+│xi,j -xi-1,j│+│xi,j -xi+1,j│} 321 Where: 322 d is morphological difference in complexity between a grid cell positioned at column i 323 and row j and all its neighbours.
324
x is the complexity score at column i and row j. 
